
 
City Council Meeting 

October 21, 2021                                      Victor, ID 
Victor City Council met in a special meeting at the Wanderlust Bistro Meeting Room at 8:58 A.M.  
 
Mayor & Council: Will Frohlich, Amy Ross, Stacy Hulsing, and Sue Muncaster.  Emily Sustick called in. 
Staff: Jeremy Besbris, Troy Butzlaff, Jay Covington, Jasmine Griffin, Kim Kolner, Nate Beard, and Michelle 
Smith. Nolan Grunska and Robert Hood joined in mid meeting.  
 
Roles and Responsibilities. Jay Covington, A Retired City Administrator, asked to facilitate this meeting, 
reviewed the roles and responsibilities of the legislative and executive branches, and the legal framework. 
Council discussion between scope of work, how each staff member is hired, if they are confirmed, appointed, 
or hired, more communication between departments and the communication between staffing changes,  
reminder on the open-door policy, quarterly/mid-year reports and using the dashboard for transparency 
throughout office.   

 
Comp Plan Implementation. Jeremy Besbris and Jasmine Griffin gave council a quick overview of the 
financing and scope of projects related to comprehensive plan with past project and current projects and 
items that will continue yearly (Snow removal, Law Enforcement, Street Maintenance) and the local option 
tax with city improvements. Council discussion of comp plan priorities/high-level with direction for Staff 
included: Looking into controlling weeds, connection of bike paths, wayfinding signs, historical preservation 
society, looking into the reverse angle parking, public gathering areas for future events and cultural 
improvements, pedestrian accessibility sidewalks/crosswalks, beautification of Main Street, and City 
Park/Sherman Park improvements and expansion. 
 
Transportation Plan Implementation. Jeremy Besbris gave Council a presentation with updates on the local 
and regional issues regarding the design, funding, permission for the transportation plan on main street and 
reviewed two different options for a : ITD Corridor plan or the option of a SS4A grant plan. A general 
consensus was made to move forward with looking at the SS4a grant. Jeremy reviewed the  upcoming 
meeting through ITD for the Hwy 33 emergency mitigation measures for rumble strips, reviewing that this is 
a 30% reduction in collisions with rumble strips and that they would go in between the cities and not in within 
city limits, on the outside of the fog lines and in center of roadway. Discussion followed with how it works 
with snow and ice, the concern with how loud it might be, and possibility of lowering speeds. A general 
consensus was made that council has concerns but will not stand in the way if ITD chooses to go this route.  
 
Waste-Water Treatment Plant Robert Hood presented Council with an high-level update on the Driggs 
facility overview of the plant history reviewing the bio activity and treatment process, in 2010 Driggs 
engineering study by Atlas Engineering recommended a Multi-Stage Activated Biological Process (MSABP) 
plant, 2011 new discharge ammonia limits from DQ, and stated that there were brief periods of compliances 
with these limits in 2013. New plant complete but has not met various permit limits or primarily ammonia 
amounts and with the colder temperatures that we have in the valley, the plant bio didn’t work. In 2018, EPA 
consent agreement with Driggs requires compliance with all effluent limits by April 2020. In 2021 a draft 
engineering agreement recommended scrapping the MSABP and switching to a different process, and in 2021 
a 3rd party independently reviewed the draft study and the result was that the plant needs to be constructed 
and a new process installed. Currently the plant cannot meet the discharge limit for ammonia and the plant 
has already reached design capacity for loading. The recommendation is to reconstruct the plant to a new 
treatment process. Estimated cost is $14.5M for a new plant. Robert explained that the strength and flow of 
the capacity and growth of the assumption of BOP was 250mpi and is actually running at 350mpi. Further 
discussion between council regarding Keller Associates looking at New Victor Facility or moving forward with 
a change agreement with Driggs Waste-Water Treatment Facility.  

Capital Improvements Plan Troy Butzlaff presented Council with a high-level introduction to the capital 
improvements plan and reviewed the current study that was performed by Tischler Bise. Troy reviewed the 
fundamentals for impact fees: Must be proportionate to impact of development. Troy reviewed the Idaho 
Revenues: must be maintained in an account, spent within 8 years, an annual monitoring report must be 
published and have a advisory committee, and a comprehensive plan review must be updated every 5 years 
with additional studies on water, wastewater, transportation, parks & recreation, and public safety. Review 
of an impact fee study process was done. The Urban Renewal Agency qualifies to serve as the Advisory 
Committee for the Impact fee study. Discussion followed regarding water and sewer fees, why using the URA 
vs a new committee. A general Consensus was made to have the URA be the Advisory Committee.  
 
Social Service Funding Plan. Jeremy Besbris gave council a quick introduction of possible subcommittee 
proposal for the social service funding. Formation of a subcommittee of Councilmembers to help review the 
social service funding application and community support grants. Discussion followed between Council 
Future discussion budget amount, evaluation on criteria for applications, advertise more to let more non-
profits to know that we offer this program and the possibility of a subcommittee. A general consensus was 
made to take this information and get it back to Jeremy on the overall Budget and/or percentage that council 



 
would like to see, form an advisory committee to review applications and the selection criteria and clarifying 
objectives 
 
Introduction of Affordable/Workforce Housing Policy Proposals. Kim Kolner and Nolan Grunska gave a 
presentation to council with a high-level discussion on affordable/workforce housing. Council was given a 
packet to review outside of this meeting and will help with the comprehensive plan. Further discussion was 
made after a 30-minute presentation regarding current restrictions per property, connection fees, density of 
property, parking restrictions, design standards and issues, restrictions of EDU’s and HOA’s, upcoming 
proposals for Sherman Park projects, exclusionary zoning not allowed in Idaho. Victor doesn’t qualify for 
housing grants because too high in income per capita, work force housing options, deed restrictions, middle 
housing as opposed from apartments. A general consensus was made to add a work session to the December 
Council meeting and that council will get their edits and comments to Kim so she can make adjustment and 
move forward to prepare for the upcoming work session item.  
 
Appoint council member to participate in website design. General Consensus was made that Emily will be 
appointed to help with the website design.   
 
Jay gave a recap reviewing that council would like to see more dashboard to help celebrate staff 
achievements and accomplishments. Comprehensive Plan: leverage local resources and grant opportunities, 
look into bike path connections, wayfinding, safety measures, historical preservation, reverse angle parking, 
community events, forming a  victor downtown association, weeds and code enforcement, review policies, 
sidewalk accessibility and park improvements. Rumble Strip concerns but will move forward if approved. 
Waste-water Treatment: This is a  continuous item. Social service Funding: Overall Budget and a percentage 
of the L.O.T, advisory committee and the selection criteria and clarifying objectives. Affordable/Workforce 
Housing: To get information back to Kim and this will be a continuous item. 
 
Meeting ended at 2:20 P.M.  
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